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Appendix D: MATLAB Code

In this appendix, we provide the MATLAB functions for some of the more complicated techniques covered in this book. This includes code for the boot- strap. 
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Appendix D MATLAB Code In this appendix, we provide the MATLAB functions for some of the more complicated techniques covered in this book. This includes code for the bootstrap BC a confidence interval, the adaptive mixtures algorithm for probability density estimation, classification trees, and regression trees.



D.1 Bootstrap BC a Confidence Interval function[blo,bhi,bvals,z0,ahat]=... csbootbca(data,fname,B,alpha) thetahat = feval(fname,data); [bh,se,bt] = csboot(data,fname,50); [n,d] = size(data); bvals = zeros(B,1); % Loop over each resample and % calculate the bootstrap replicates. for i = 1:B % generate the indices for the B bootstrap % resamples, sampling with % replacement using the discrete uniform. ind = ceil(n.*rand(n,1)); % extract the sample from the data % each row corresponds to a bootstrap resample xstar = data(ind,:); % use feval to evaluate the estimate for % the i-th resample bvals(i) = feval(fname, xstar); end numless = length(find(bvalstc & ntermsmaxn) ); % now start splitting while ~isempty(ind) for i=1:length(ind)% check all of them % get split [split,dim]=... splitnode(tree.node(ind(i)).data,... tree.node(ind(i)).impurity,... tree.class,tree.Nk,tree.pies); % split the node tree = addnode(tree,ind(i),dim,split); end % end for loop [term,nt,imp]=getdata(tree); tree.termnodes = find(term==1); ind = find( (term==1) & (imp>0) & (nt>maxn) ); length(tree.termnodes); itmp = find(term==1); end % end while loop



D.4 Regression Trees Below is the function for growing a regression tree. The complete set of functions needed for working with regression trees is included with the Computational Statistics Toolbox. function tree = csgrowr(X,y,maxn) n = length(y); % The tree will be implemented as a structure tree.maxn = maxn; tree.n = n; tree.numnodes = 1; tree.termnodes = 1; tree.node.term = 1; tree.node.nt = n;
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Appendix D: MATLAB Code tree.node.impurity = sqrer(y,tree.n); tree.node.parent = 0; tree.node.children = []; tree.node.sibling = []; tree.node.yhat = mean(y); tree.node.split = []; tree.node.var = []; tree.node.x = X; tree.node.y = y; % Now get started on growing the tree very large [term,nt,imp]=getdata(tree); % find all of the nodes that qualify for splitting ind = find( (term==1) & (imp>0) & (nt>maxn) ); % now start splitting while ~isempty(ind) for i=1:length(ind) % get split [split,dim]=splitnoder(... tree.node(ind(i)).x,... tree.node(ind(i)).y,... tree.node(ind(i)).impurity,... tree.n); % split the node tree = addnoder(tree,ind(i),dim,split); end % end for loop [term,nt,imp]=getdata(tree); tree.termnodes = find(term==1); ind = find( (term==1) & (imp>0) & (nt>maxn) ); end % end while loop
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Appendix E: MATLAB Statistics Toolbox 

Kruskal-Wallis test ... algorithm) daugment. Augment D-optimal design dcovary. D-optimal design with fixed covariates ... D-optimal (row exchange algorithm).
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Appendix 1: MATLAB AND ANSYS PROGRAMS - Read 

This appendix lists all the MATLAB and ANSYS codes used in each chapter, ... reason, some code listings in the book do not show all the plotting commands.
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Appendix A: Introduction to MATLAB .fr 

Help Menu: The help files can also be accessed via the usual Help menu. This opens up a separate help window. Information can be obtained by clicking on ...
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Appendix D 

GF-1-B-01A. N. P17-3753-01. PAS. NJDEP 15001. 7/8/2017. 8:25. SM 3113 B. 7/12/2017. 12:23. -0.37. 2.00. 1. N. ND. GF-1-B-02A. N. P17-3753-02. PAS.
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Appendix D Computational Aerodynamics Programs 

Several programs are used to provide insight into aerodynamics. ... These codes are subject to significant revision, with the objective of becoming entirely ...
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Appendix F Code and Electronic Information Sources 

of subroutines, to perform various mathematical and numerical analysis ... PDF crÃ©Ã© avec la version d'essai pdfFactory www.gs2i.fr/fineprint/pdffactory.htm .... Jack Moran, An Introduction to Theoretical and Computational Aerodynamics, John .... Co
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APPENDIX 

Special rights. 33%. - Some interest. 47%. 1,7%. B5. In your opinion, do some species like dolphins, whales, sharks, turtles deserve : - No special consideration.
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Appendix D HTRW Technical Project Planning Process 

Jun 30, 1996 - For example, the risk assessor has recommended taking sediment samples in a ..... worksheets are presented in the HTRW Tech- nical Project Planning ...... notes and photos documenting the site's environmental setting, etc. ..... richne
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Structural Scheme Design Guide Appendix D 

3.00. 3.00. 3.00. 3.22. 3.22. 3.22. 3.22. 3.51. 3.51. 3.51. 3.51. 120. 2.82. 2.82 .... Decking is manufactured from material meeting the following specification: BS EN 10147 ... accordance with guidance given in SCI publication 056-'The fire resistan
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Appendix 

precipitation as a surrogate for water flow and air temperature as a surrogate for water temperature. As previous studies showed that stream temperatures ...
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APPENDIX 

Typology in 5 groups (class) from theme C questions: The optimal partition is in 5 class as following. Page 13. Theme D: "How manage fisheries and protect the ...
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Appendix 

The demonstration of the Theorem for validating CBAC for one component can be prove through sequent Calculus: CBAC 1C = b âŠ¢ C pf âŠ¢ S, I pf, b âŠ¢ C, S, I.
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MATLAB Primer - Resume 

A Spanish version is also available there. MATLAB is .... Matrices can also be generated with a for-loop (see section 6 below). Individual matrix ..... le has the lename, say, rotate.m, then the MATLAB command rotate will cause the statements in ...
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MATLAB, MATHEMATICA & Unix - PINGPDF.COM 

Sep 5, 2002 - Mild Steel Aluminum High Strength Concrete. E. 30,000 ksi. 70 GPa ...... %uses data from the Zachry Engineering Center at Texas A&M.
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Appendix B Sources of Experimental Data for Code ... - dept.aoe.vt.edu 

Jul 12, 2001 - Somers, Dan M., â€œDesign and Experimental Results for a Flapped Natural-Laminar-Flow .... (B-9) ARA M86 Wing/body, full model, M: 0.50-0.82,.
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APPENDIX B 

Sep 10, 2007 - Page 25 / 33 condition of firmware update of BT using our Firmware Downloader tool. EX. HOST â†’ BT : AT+BTDFUâ†µ. BT â†’ HOST : âˆ OKâˆ .
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appendix a 

L'Ã©molument est affectÃ© aux charges & aux emplois; marquant non seulement la finance rÃ¨glÃ©e des appointemens, mais encoure tous les autres revenant-bons.
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Appendix F Code and Electronic Information Sources - Size 

The software libraries in Netlib, provide computational tools, in the form ... good idea to download all of the files unless the user is sure that only the single routine is .... free convection between two vertical parallel plates .... developed for
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Appendix B Sources of Experimental Data for Code ... - dept.aoe.vt.edu 

Jul 12, 2001 - Characteristics of a 13-Percent-Thick Airfoil Section Designed for ... McGhee, Robert J., and Beasley, William D., â€œEffects of Thickness on the ...
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appendix 2 

development. 125.0. GCS Développement Québec City ... INVESTMENT PROJECTS IN THE QUÉBEC CITY CMA. Investment ($M) ... methanization plant. 108.0.
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Appendix A 

car industry, flows through heating and cooling systems, complete vehicle underhood flows or flows within ...... (A.8.15) and Darcy's law. (A.8.16) .... (A.8.21) has to be solved by some outer linearization (for instance, Newton's method). More.
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appendix for 

only for the use of the intended recipient(s), are confidential, and may be privileged. If you are not the ..... Voltage Regulators / RÃ©gulateurs de voltage. 106. 1.3.
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appendix for 

The Member agrees and undertakes to abide by the terms and conditions of the Manual, including those listed above. .... Auto Extra Bearing&seal (me. 01.
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83050 Digital Transmission, 2nd Matlab-Exercise - ADSL en Matlab 

Then, we define the variances: ... QAM signal variance (power) ... d=sqrt(2);. % minimum distance d. >> sigma=std(real(n*p1));. % sigma is the deviation of noise ...
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